NEWS LETTER -- MAY, 1967

Joint Meeting with The Institute of Management Sciences (TIMS)

Policies, Problems and Issues Posed by Proposals for a National Statistical Data Center

Practically everyone who follows Federal statistical matters is by now aware of the proposals for a national statistical data center. There have been so far three preliminary professional Reports (Ruggles, Dunn, Kaysen), two Congressional Hearings (Gallagher, Long), and numerous magazine and newspaper articles. Controversy rages and the landscape is heated up. Is any light emerging from the heat? Come to the meeting and decide for yourself!

Chairman: Ezra Glaser, Office of the Director for Scientific Communication, NIH

Participants:
Edgar Dunn, Resources for the Future
Morris Hansen, U. S. Census Bureau
Paul Krueger, Office of Statistical Standards, U. S. Budget Bureau

WHEN: 8:00 p.m., Monday, May 9
WHERE: Museum of History and Technology Auditorium, Constitution Ave. between 12th and 14th Sts., N. W.
Over the past two years the WSS has established a Building Representatives System, wherein a WSS member in each bldg that contains a significant number of persons interested in WSS activities volunteers to carry out various tasks of benefit to the Society, eg, posting notices, recommending new members, & other requested services. The Society is grateful for the help of these unsung volunteers & wishes hereby to make them a little less unsung. The list below is of current volunteers. Our apologies for any accidental errors.

Agriculture: Charles Caudill, 111-5806
Blanche, Ernest E, Assoc: Mrs. Lee Mays, 949-0500
NBS: Janice A. Speckman, 921-2315
Catholic U: Edward Batschelet, LA9-6000, X303
Census: Warren Mitofsky, 157-7539
Civil Service Commission: George Mills, 183-7611
Commerce; Main Bldg: Stuart Pettingill, 112-4273
Office of Education: Abraham Frankel, WO2-3794
FAA: Milton Sirola, 13-26284
FHLB: Walter Stuart, 129-5317
FRB: T.J. Vander Noot, 147-393
FTC: Charles Marks, 1262-75
FDA: James S. Winbush, 13-24848
GAO: Jerome A. Mark, 110-2431
GW Univ: Solomon Kullback, PEB-0250, X296
Georgetown U: Herbert Maisel, 337-3300, X 7013
HEW South: Elizabeth Johnson, 13-20129
Webb Bldg: Thomas J. Thom, 161-7193
HUD: Milo B. Sunderhauf, 128-3463
Interior, Rosslyn Bldg: Arthur L. Franks, 1270-203
IRS, Pension Bldg: Frederick J. Scheuren, 129-3351
ICC: Seymour Etkir, 156-550
NTH: John Bartko, 14-62586
NIH: Barlow Bldg: Carl A. Taube, 14-61393, X475
NSF: William A. Jaracz, 183-7838
Navy, Naval Ship Systems Command, Main Bldg: Beatrice S. Orleans, 11-66665
OBE, Marsh Bldg: Martin Marimont, 112-2949
OEO, Brown Bldg: Benjamin T. Teeter, 128-3624
Labor, OMBER, Madison Bldg: Frances Wattenberg, 110-5024
ORI, Inc.: John McCutchem, Ju8-6180
Post Office: Benjamin Mandel, 177-7003
BPR, Matomic Bldg: Harry Weingarten, 112-5576
Radiological Health Lab: Paul L. Roney. 14-68383
VA: Joel M. Cohen, 148-3463

If you would be willing to serve as a Building Representative for WSS, please contact Samuel Greenhouse, Nat'l Institute for Child Health & Human Development, NIH, Bethesda, Md. 20014, Phone 496-2498, or C 146X4821